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Highlights 

• 
To our knowledge, this is the first work using a sociocognitive theory to assess 
determinants of health care workers' self-reported compliance to standard precautions. 

• 
The sociocognitive determinants are based on the theory of planned behavior. 

• 
A preliminary questionnaire was validated with good psychometric properties. 

• 
The questionnaire can be used to adapt infection prevention strategies to medical and 
nursing staff. 

Background 

Inconsistent compliance of health care workers with standard precautions has already been 
documented. The objective of this study was to develop a questionnaire to investigate the 
sociocognitive determinants of compliance with standard precautions based on the theory of 
planned behavior. 

Methods 

To construct the Standard Precautions Questionnaire (SPQ), items were selected using a 
systematic review of literature and semistructured interviews with 54 health care workers. 
Thirty-five items were selected for a draft questionnaire. These questionnaires were sent to 
649 health care workers in 3 medical specialties (pediatrics, geriatrics, and intensive care) in a 
French University hospital. A total of 331 valid questionnaires were analyzed. 
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Results 

Factor analysis yielded a final 7-factor solution with an explained variance of 66.51%, with 
24 items. The 7 dimensions were the following: attitude toward standard precautions, social 
influence facilitating organization, exemplary behavior of colleagues, organizational 
constraints, individual constraints, and intention to perform standard precautions. Some 
differences were observed between medical specialties on attitude toward standard 
precautions, social influence, and individual constraints. 

Conclusion 

The SPQ met the conditions of reliability and validity in accordance with psychometric 
demands and could be used to evaluate attitudes and intention to perform standard precautions 
among medical and nursing staff. 

Key Words 

 Infection control;
 Standard precautions;
 Theory of planned behavior;
 Scale development

Effective methods for changing the infection control practices of health care workers are 
needed to reduce health care–associated infections and improve patient safety. To reduce 
infection rates, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention revised its guidelines for 
infection control practice in 1996, replacing universal precautions with standard precautions. 
Standard precautions are infection prevention practices that apply to all patient care, 
regardless of the suspected or confirmed infection status of the patient, in any setting where 
health care is delivered.1 and 2 Their aim is to reduce the risk of cross-transmission of 
microorganisms to ensure the safety of patients and caregivers by reducing contact with blood 
and body substances through the implementation of safe work practices and protective 
barriers. They include the following: (1) hand hygiene; (2) using disposable gloves; (3) using 
appropriate personal protective equipment during procedures and patient-care activities; (4) 
appropriate procedures for contaminated material; (5) transport and management of waste; 
and (6) cleaning and disinfection of contaminated surfaces.1, 2, 3 and 4 

The compliance of health care workers with hygiene practices has been extensively 
investigated in the last 10 years, with compliance ranging from <30% in hand hygiene to 
>90% in appropriate disposal of sharps.5, 6 and 7 In recent observational audits in France, 
adherence to hand hygiene practice after removal of gloves varies from 17.5% during nursing 
procedures to 93% when bathing dependent patients, with a compliance of 63.6% with 
standard precautions.8 

Although health care workers recognize standard precautions as an important health care–
associated infection prevention measure, putting them into routine practice could be 
jeopardized by work conditions (lack of time), infrastructure (lack of equipment, poor facility 
design), type of patient contact, inadequate training and knowledge, social environment 
(superiors, colleagues, patients), and safety climate.9 Studies of health care workers' 
compliance with standard precautions have found that knowledge and social factors (eg, 
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safety climate, organizational campaigns) have a positive influence on attitudes and behaviors 
regarding infection control and prevention.10, 11 and 12 

The interdependence of individual factors, environmental constraints, and organizational 
climate could play a major role in behavioral intentions regarding hygiene precautions.13 and 14 
To understand attitudes to and strategies of compliance, a large number of studies have 
investigated the determinants of compliance with hygiene practice. Some of these studies 
have used the theory of planned behavior15 and 16 as a theoretical framework to develop a 
model of adherence to hygiene recommendations.17 and 18 This theory of planned behavior 
appears to offer an appropriate way of predicting behavior.19 This theory postulates that 
behavioral intention (an individual's readiness to perform a behavior) is determined by 3 
intermediate variables: attitude toward the behavior, subjective norms, and perceived 
behavioral control. Attitude concerns the degree to which an individual has a favorable or 
unfavorable evaluation of the behavior or perception that this behavior may or may not be 
beneficial to them. Subjective norms are related to perceived social pressure, the perceived 
behavior of others, and beliefs about what people think about the behavior. Perceived 
behavioral control is related to the perceived ease or difficulty of performing the behavior. 
These intermediate variables are predicted by the strength of the person's beliefs about the 
outcomes of the behavior, normative beliefs (perception of the expectations of peers or other 
social groups), and control beliefs (ability of the person to overcome obstacles or to enhance 
resources to facilitate the behavior). The theory of planned behavior provides a systematic 
framework that can be used to identify the factors associated with adherence to hygiene 
practice recommendations. 

A number of researchers have developed questionnaires measuring the sociocognitive 
determinants of compliance with hand hygiene guidelines, based on the theory of planned 
behavior.13, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21 For example, Wandel et al21 created a questionnaire to identify the 
determinants of compliance with hand hygiene procedures in intensive care units. The results 
showed that the predictors of poor adherence were low control beliefs and negative attitudes 
related to lack of time and high workload. McLaws et al20 showed that adherence to hand 
hygiene behavior depends on peer pressure, including the exemplary behavior of senior 
physicians. Pittet et al13 demonstrated that hand hygiene compliance could also vary by 
medical specialty and type of patient contact. Finally, predictors of intent to apply hygiene 
recommendations may vary across studies and care settings. 

A critical analysis of the literature reveals that all existing questionnaires measure attitude and 
intention to perform hygiene behavior. Nevertheless, to reduce infection rates and the risk of 
cross-contamination, it is important to understand the factors that facilitate and hinder 
compliance with all aspects of standard precautions. This article reports the development and 
preliminary validation of a questionnaire to measure the sociocognitive determinants of 
compliance with standard precautions among French health care workers. 

Methods 

We followed the 4 steps generally used for the development and preliminary validation of a 
questionnaire22: (1) specify construct domain (literature review and selection of 
questionnaires); (2) generate sample of items (in-depth interviews and test face validity using 
experts); (3) collect data (quantitative study among a representative sample); and (4) purify 
measure (analyze internal reliability and construct validity). 
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Specify domain of construct 

The construction of the questionnaire involved 2 steps: a systematic literature review, and a 
qualitative study with a sample of French health care workers (in-depth interviews). For a 
systematic literature review, we followed the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic 
Reviews and Meta-Analyses guidelines.23 We conducted a systematic search for original 
articles in the MEDLINE, PsycINFO, PsycARTICLES, and Psychology & Behavioral 
Sciences Collection databases. Only English language articles and peer-reviewed journals 
were selected. The major key words used to search from 1995-2013 were standard 
precautions and theory of planned behavior and scale development or handwashing and 
theory of planned behavior and scale development. The last search was run on December 16, 
2013. We selected items from the Integrated quality Criteria for systematic Reviews Of 
Multiple Study designs 24 tool to assess the quality of the included studies: clear aims and 
justification, reliable questionnaire measure, questionnaire with adequate and rigorous data 
analysis, absence of selective outcome, and limitation addressed. The literature search was 
performed by 2 authors working independently of each other. The validated instruments 
retrieved by the literature search were mostly related to sociocognitive determinants of hand 
hygiene. 13, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 25 and 26 No validated questionnaire measuring the sociocognitive 
determinants of the full spectrum of standard precautions for all health care workers was 
found. The few existing questionnaires related to standard precautions measured attitudes 
among nurses or nursing students (and not all members of medical staff) and did not evaluate 
the sociocognitive determinants of the full spectrum of standard precautions. 26 To construct 
the sociocognitive determinants of the standard precautions questionnaire, we had to generate 
specific items. 

Generate sample of items 

In the second step, a psychology research assistant conducted interviews with health care 
workers (N = 54) in 3 medical specialties: pediatrics (n = 17), geriatrics (n = 19), and 
intensive care (n = 18). These specialties were selected because patients in these units are 
particularly vulnerable to health care–associated infections. The severity of their illness, the 
presence of a high number of invasive devices, and frequent contact with health care workers 
are common risk factors.17 Semistructured interviews with different caregivers (registered 
nurses, assistant nurses, physicians and charge nurses) were carried out around 3 themes 
related to the sociocognitive determinants of behavioral intention: (1) attitudes, (2) subjective 
norms, and (3) behavioral control. For attitudes, participants were asked if they knew the 
standard precautions recommendations, what they thought about their application in hospital, 
and what they thought about the importance of applying standard precautions. For subjective 
norms, participants were asked if their colleagues encouraged (or did not encourage) them to 
follow the standard precautions protocol. For behavioral control, participants were asked 
which factors facilitated and which hindered the application of standard precautions. All 
interviews were conducted and transcribed verbatim by a psychology research assistant. 
Analysis followed the approach of content analysis.27 The content analysis data are available 
as unpublished data and can be accessed by contacting the authors. 

The literature review of existing instruments and the content analysis of the interviews 
allowed us to create an initial draft questionnaire with 35 items. The first dimension of the 
questionnaire was related to attitude and contained 6 items (eg, if I follow the standard 
precaution protocol, I will protect my patients from infection; standard precautions are always 
effective in reducing health care infections); the second dimension was related to social 
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influence and subjective norms and contained 9 items (eg, most of my colleagues think that it 
is important to use standard precautions; I will be reprimanded by the physicians if I do not 
use standard precautions); the third dimension was related to facilitators of compliance with 
standard precautions, which had 7 items (eg, factors that facilitate the application of standard 
precautions: availability of equipment in all patient care areas; to be trained in using standard 
precautions; when my colleagues show exemplary behavior regarding standard precautions); 
the fourth dimension measured barriers to using standard precautions (eg, factors that make it 
difficult to use standard precautions: lack of time; increased workload; complexity of the 
standard precaution protocol); and the final dimension was behavioral intention, which was 
measured by 4 items (eg, it is my intention to comply with the hospital's standard precaution 
protocol: even if the patient is difficult; even if I am pressed for time). The respondents' 
profile was also described through the following variables: age, sex, medical specialty, 
professional category, and length of professional experience. The Standard Precaution 
Questionnaire (SPQ) is available on request to the authors. 

This first draft was pretested with 14 nurses (10 nurse assistants and 4 registered nurses). This 
pretest led to some modifications of the questionnaire (5-point Likert scale for all items; 
reformulation of some items; elimination of redundant items). Finally, to make all the items 
clear and unambiguous (test of face validity), 3 experienced infection control practitioners and 
2 academic psychologists were asked to review each item. Ambiguous and complex terms 
were either removed or rephrased. 

Data collection 

The 35-item SPQ was tested on a representative sample of health care workers. Sample size 
was based on the need to perform a factor analysis, which required a minimum of 300 health 
care workers and 5-10 participants per item.28 and 29 The charge nurses in 3 medical specialties 
(pediatrics, geriatrics, and intensive care) in a French university hospital handed out the 
questionnaire to 649 health care workers during staff meetings in June 2014. Along with the 
paper-and-pencil questionnaire, participants received an accompanying letter that explained 
the purpose of the survey: a study on standard precautions (ie, you have day-to-day contact 
with patients, and, as such, we would appreciate your personal opinion of standard 
precautions). They were instructed to place the completed questionnaires in an urn for 
confidentiality of responses. The mean time for completing the 24-item instrument was 
6 minutes. 

Two weeks after the distribution of the questionnaires, a psychology research assistant made 
follow-up telephone calls to the charge nurse or head physician, or met the staff. The study 
protocol was approved by the local ethics committee, and informed consent was obtained 
from all participants. 

Data analysis 

Statistics were performed with SPSS 20.0 software (IBM, Armonk, NY). The questionnaire 
was evaluated for reliability and construct validity. The internal consistency was assessed by 
Cronbach α coefficient. This is the most widely used indicator of reliability in the literature.22, 

23, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28 Construct validity was assessed by exploratory factor analysis, which was 
performed using oblimin rotation, allowing the factors to be correlated.28 Before performing 
the exploratory factor analysis, the adequacy of data for factor analysis was assessed using the 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy and the Bartlett test of sphericity, which 
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tests the suitability of the correlation matrix for factor analysis.28 and 29 For the factor analysis, 
the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin value should be >0.50, the cutoff level for the communality value 
should be 0.45, and the criterion for factor extraction should be eigenvalue >1.28 Pearson 
product-moment correlation coefficient was also used to evaluate concurrent validity of the 
questionnaire. The scores of each dimension of the SPQ in the different medical specialties 
(geriatric, pediatric, and intensive care) were also compared using 1-way analysis of variance. 
Bonferroni post hoc tests were used to compare means. For all tests, a significance level of .05 
was used, and the exact level is given in all results. 

Results 

Demographic characteristics of the sample 

Of the original 649 questionnaires, 331 were completed and collected. The overall response 
rate was therefore 51%, with 46.55% in pediatrics (135/290), 52.90% in intensive care 
(82/155), and 55.88% in geriatrics (114/204). The overwhelming majority of the participants 
were women (87.9%). The participants' mean age ± SD was 35.16 ± 9.27 years, with a median 
of 34 years. Average time working in the department ± SD was 5.84 ± 6.49 years, with a 
median of 4 years. Participants were mainly nurses (registered nurses: 49.5%; assistant 
nurses: 30.2%; charge nurses: 9.6%) and physicians and medical students (9.6%); missing 
data were 0.9%. 

Factor analysis and structure of the questionnaire 

Before the exploratory analysis, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure and Bartlett test of 
sphericity were used to measure the sampling adequacy. The results showed that the Kaiser-
Meyer-Olkin value was 0.75, and the significance of the Bartlett sphericity was <.05 
(χ2 = 3904.67). These results indicated that the data were fit for exploratory factor analysis. 
Factor analysis yielded a 10-factor solution with an explained variance of 65.23%, with 
eigenvalues >1. To define the composition of the 10 factors, items that did not load strongly 
or cleanly on a single factor were eliminated. Seven items (items 1, 13, 14, 15, 16, 20, and 27) 
were deleted at this stage because they did not load strongly (<0.45) on a single factor but on 
several factors at the same time or because they saturated on no factor. Moreover, the analysis 
of internal consistency of factors derived from this first component analysis revealed that 4 
items should be deleted because of poor Cronbach α coefficients (items 5 and 6 for the 
attitude factor; items 11 and 12 for the social influence factor). 

The remaining 24 items were entered into a second exploratory factor analysis. The results 
yielded a Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin value of 0.73, indicating that the sample met the criteria for 
factor analysis. Factor analysis yielded a final 7-factor solution with an explained variance of 
66.51%, with eigenvalues >1. All items loaded on the expected factors, and the variance was 
0.50 for all items (Table 1). 
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Table 1 Factor loadings and factor structure of the Standard Precautions Questionnaire 

Factors 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Items 

Exemplary 
behavior 

Organizational 
constraints 

Intention 
Social 

influence 
Attitude

Facilitating 
organization 

Individual 
constraints 

To prevent infection     0.73   

Protect patients from 
infection 

    0.85   

Protect me from infection     0.78   

Influence of colleagues    0.61    

Influence of charge nurse    0.84    

Influence of infection 
control nurses 

   0.82    

Influence of physicians    0.76    

Facilities available in 
health care setting 

     0.75  

Training in use of SP      0.82  

Reminders about SP      0.68  

Exemplary behavior of 
medical manager 

0.88       

Exemplary behaviour of 
colleagues 

0.88       

Occurrence of 
unanticipated events 

 0.69      

Lack of time  0.90      
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Factors 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Items 

Exemplary 
behavior 

Organizational 
constraints 

Intention 
Social 

influence 
Attitude

Facilitating 
organization 

Individual 
constraints 

Heavy workload  0.88      

Complexity of the SP 
protocol 

 0.55      

Lack of knowledge about 
SP 

      −0.70 

Care team routine       −0.69 

Personal beliefs about SP       −0.80 

Problems related to use of 
equipment 

      −0.67 

Intention even if the patient 
is difficult 

  0.80     

Intention even if lack of 
time 

  0.89     

Intention even if hands are 
damaged 

  0.78     

Intention even during an 
emergency situation 

  0.74     

Eigenvalue 4.58 3.66 2.04 1.74 1.56 1.27 1.13 

% of variance explained 19.09 15.23 8.48 7.23 6.48 5.29 4.70 

Cronbach α 0.88 0.77 0.81 0.75 0.71 0.80 0.71 

SP, standard precautions. 
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Factor 1 was interpreted as reflecting exemplary behavior. This was one of the strongest 
factors, with the highest percentage of explained variance (19.09%) in the SPQ. Item loading 
on this factor included the following 2 items: the senior physician has exemplary behavior 
regarding adherence to standard precautions; and my colleagues have exemplary behavior 
regarding adherence to standard precautions. 

Factor 2 was interpreted as reflecting organizational constraints and was the other strongest 
factor, explaining 15.23% of variance. It included the following 4 items: the occurrence of 
unanticipated events that adversely affect my work, lack of time, increased workload, and the 
complexity of the standard precautions protocol. 

Factor 3 was interpreted as reflecting intention to perform standard precautions and included 
the following 4 items: even if the patient is difficult, even if I am pressed for time, even if my 
hands are damaged or painful, and during an emergency situation. 

Factor 4 was interpreted as reflecting social influence and included the following 4 items: 
most of my colleagues think it is important to adhere to standard precautions, I will be 
reprimanded by the charge nurse if I do not adhere to standard precautions, I will be 
reprimanded by infection control link nurses if I do not adhere to standard precautions, and I 
will be reprimanded by the physicians if I do not adhere to standard precautions. 

Factor 5 was interpreted as reflecting attitudes toward standard precautions and included the 
following 3 items: standard precautions are effective in reducing health care infection; if I 
follow the protocol of standard precautions, I will protect my patients from infection; and 
following the standard precautions protocol will protect me from infection. 

Factor 6 was interpreted as reflecting facilitating organization and contained the following 3 
items: having equipment available in the health care setting, to be trained in using standard 
precautions, and to receive reminders about standard precautions. 

Finally, factor 7 was interpreted as reflecting individual constraints and included the 
following 4 items: lack of knowledge about standard precautions, care team routine, personal 
beliefs about standard precautions, and problems related to use of equipment. 

Reliability 

The total questionnaire was found to have good internal consistency, with an α coefficient of 
0.78. Alpha coefficients for the 7 subscales were also satisfactory and ranged from 0.71-0.88 
(Table 1). 

Validity 

Correlations between dimensions of the questionnaire are shown in Table 2. The results 
demonstrate that the questionnaire clustered in a coherent way. Dimensions related to positive 
determinants of using standard precautions tended to be positively correlated. Dimensions 
related to negative determinants of using standard precautions tended to be negatively 
correlated. The correlations between dimensions were moderate. These results indicate that 
the questionnaire had good construct validity. 
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Table 2.  

Pearson correlation coefficients between dimensions of the Standard Precautions 
Questionnaire (n = 331) 

Dimension (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

(1) Attitude 1       

(2) Social influence 0.17† 1      

(3) Facilitating organization 0.17† 0.30† 1     

(4) Exemplary behaviour 0.13∗ 0.33† 0.48† 1    

(5) Organizational constraints −0.00 0.00 0.07 −0.00 1   

(6) Individual constraints 0.08 0.09 0.25† 0.21† 0.49† 1  

(7) Intention 0.04 0.15† 0.19† 0.19† −0.19† −0.01 1 

∗ 

P < .05. 

† 

P < .01. 

Discriminating ability 

Table 3 shows scores by medical specialty, indicating that medical specialty had a significant 
effect on scores for attitudes toward standard precautions (F2,330 = 3.80, P = .023), social 
influence (F2,330 = 8.63, P = .0001), and individual constraints (F2,330 = 3.39, P = .035). More 
specifically, health care workers in intensive care units had less positive attitudes toward 
standard precautions, social pressure by colleagues, and individual constraints than those 
working in pediatric units. The differences were not significant between workers in pediatric 
and geriatric units or between those in intensive care and geriatric units, except for social 
influence. For other dimensions of the questionnaire (exemplary behavior, organizational 
constraints, intention to perform standard precautions, and facilitating organization), there 
were no significant differences between medical specialties. 

Table 3.  

Mean scores ± SD for each dimension of the SPQ in 3 medical specialties 

Specialties EB OC ISP SI ASP FO IC 

Intensive 
care 

4.16 ± 
0.76 

3.44 ± 
0.83 

4.16 ± 
0.56 

3.68 ± 
0.89∗ 

3.28 ± 
0.53∗ 

4.68 ± 
0.55 

3.31 ± 
0.78∗ 

Pediatrics 
4.37 ± 
0.80 

3.51 ± 
0.83 

4.29 ± 
0.57 

3.98 ± 
0.72† 

3.46 ± 
0.47† 

4.54 ± 
0.63 

3.57 ± 
0.82† 

Geriatrics 
4.21 ± 
0.81 

3.41 ± 
0.94 

4.17 ± 
0.62 

4.15 ± 
0.76† 

3.39 ± 
0.45∗† 

4.46 ± 
0.62 

3.34 ± 
0.88∗† 
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NOTE. A 1-way analysis of variance was performed to compare the mean scores of 
different medical specialties. 

ASP, attitude toward standard precautions; EB, exemplary behavior; FO, facilitating 
organization; IC, individual constraints; ISP, intention to perform standard 
precautions; OC, organizational constraints; SI, social influence. 

∗ 

Means in the same column that do not have the same subscript differ at the .05 
significance level. 

† 

Means in the same column that do not have the same subscript differ at the .05 
significance level. 

Discussion 

In this study, we developed and tested a preliminary French questionnaire to measure the 
sociocognitive determinants of compliance with standard precautions. This had never 
previously been performed to our knowledge.25 All existing questionnaires based on the 
theory of planned behavior are limited to hand hygiene recommendations. However, to reduce 
infection rates related to risks of cross-contamination, a better understanding of all behavior 
related to standard precautions recommendations is crucial. 

The final 24-item SPQ provides promising qualities for consistency with the theory of 
planned behavior15 and 16 showing the classic sociocognitive dimensions related to behavioral 
intention: attitudes toward standard precautions, subjective norms (2 factors: social influence 
and exemplary behavior of colleagues), and perceived behavioral control (individual-
organizational facilitators or constraints). All dimensions are represented by at least 3 items 
(except for the exemplary behavior factor, which contains 2 items) and show good internal 
consistency. The Cronbach α coefficients of all dimensions were good. Among the 7 
dimensions found, 4 factors (social influence, exemplary behavior, facilitating organization, 
and organizational constraints) were significantly correlated to intention to comply with 
standard precautions recommendations. Some other factors were not related to intention to 
perform standard precautions, such as attitudes and individual constraints (ie, lack of 
knowledge, care routine, personal beliefs). In some cases, individual constraints related to 
knowledge and internal motivational factors were not predictive of hygiene behaviors.17 and 21 
These results suggest that adherence to hygiene recommendations could be influenced more 
by social and environmental factors than by internal motivating factors.18 and 20 

The differences observed in our survey among health care staff in 3 medical specialties, and 
particularly the less favorable attitude toward standard precautions and perceived behavioral 
control observed in intensive care units than in geriatric or pediatric units, confirm findings of 
previous studies.13 and 19 For example, Pittet et al13 found that social pressure to comply with 
hand hygiene practices was greater in geriatric and pediatric departments than in intensive 
care units. Godin et al19 concluded that “…behaviour adoption could be modulated by several 
aspects of the context, such as patients' acceptability or preference for a given treatment, 
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characteristics of the health problems, new versus usual patients, patients with multiple 
symptoms, antecedents or counter indications for a given type of medication, etc.” Further 
studies are warranted to examine differences in the determinants of compliance with standard 
precautions in other medical specialties and in different contexts of realization. 

Although the present study provides a reliable and valid SPQ, it has a number of limitations. 
First, as with all surveys, there is the possibility of social desirability responses by health care 
workers, in spite of voluntary participation and guaranteed anonymity. Second, the standard 
precautions were not explained at the beginning of the questionnaire. Each health care worker 
may have had in mind a different set of behaviors. Standard precautions may be interpreted 
differently by different health care workers. This might limit the power of the findings and 
should be addressed in future studies. Third, the participants were not completely 
representative of the overall population of French health care workers because they were 
selected from only 1 hospital. There is no reason to believe that the sociocognitive 
determinants of using standard precautions would be significantly different in other hospitals 
in France. However, we will further test this questionnaire's validity and measurement 
invariance in other populations using confirmatory factor analysis. This may also help to 
establish how different study populations understand adherence to standard precautions 
recommendations.30 Finally, our study focused uniquely on the reliability (internal 
consistency), content validity (face validity), and construct validity of the SPQ (exploratory 
structure). Further research is needed to explore other psychometric properties of the SPQ, 
such as its test-retest reliability, construct validity (with confirmatory factorial analysis), 
predictive validity (correlation with actual hygiene behavior), responsiveness, and cross-
cultural validity. 

Conclusion 

This study provides a short questionnaire of attitudes and intention to use standard 
precautions. To our knowledge, it is the first time that a scale has been developed to measure 
the sociocognitive determinants of standard precautions practice among French health care 
workers. The SPQ satisfies the conditions of reliability and construct validity in accordance 
with psychometric demands. A sensitive and comprehensive questionnaire with good 
psychometric properties could be used in infection control workshops or in-service training 
sessions for nursing staff and students.26 Therefore, assessing attitudes and intention to 
perform standard precautions is important to identify facilitators and barriers. The ultimate 
goal is to reduce the rate of cross-infection, benefitting patients, health care workers, and 
organizations. 
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